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VOLU PORTLAND, OREGON, OCTOBER 13 
I 
' ty  M a n a g e r  P l a n  f o r  p o r t l a n d  
?port by the  Government Organization a n d  Public Finance Section 
of the City Club 
I 
I 
The Report Reveals 
Portland's twenty yean of experience with 'the commission 
demonstrated that this system is basically defective. 
, form of government have 
The :city manager plan is Bnherently superior to the commission form and to any other 
American municipal system yet discovered. Twenty-five years of practical operation 
manifest this superiority. 
Facts 
Four hundred forty-five cities and counties are I.,, ,,,.,tii,, ,.,. ..., .-.,g er plan. 
Nineteen of the cities have over 100,000 population, including Dublin, Ireland, and San 
Juan, Porto Rico, two great foreign cities that have adopted this American political 
invention. 
Eleven American cities of over 100,000 have turned to city managership in the last 
decade. Six of these had previously experimented with the commission form and found 
it wanting. 
N o  city-manager city of this size has ever abandoned city managership for commission 
government. In the last decade no city of over 100,000 has adopted the commission plan: 
Would the citizens of the seventeen large American cities now under the manager plan 
prefer to return to their previous form of city government? Independent investigation 
reveals that the answer in every city is emphatically "NO." 
Greater Efficiency, greater economy, better service, have won general public support 
for city managership. A higher caliber of councilman has been elected and a higher type 
of executive secured under the manager plan. 
T H E  C O M M I T T E E  R E C O M M E N D S  
I 1. That the city manager plan, with a council of seven to nine members, be adopted by the city of Portland. ] 9. That the council be elected a t  large by the Hare system of proportional representation. 
1 3. That a citizens' committee, organized on a permanent basis, be maintained as a means 
of continuous popular enlightenment and as a guarantee of increasing effectiveness 1 of the manager system after its adoption. 
6. That the City Club co-operate with the existing citizens' committee in promoting the 
city manager plan for Portland, and in the drafting of a charter to put these recom- 
mendations into effect. 
Single Copies. lOc. Per Hundred : 
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CITY MANAGER PLAN FOR PORTLAND 
To the Board of Governors of the City Club: 
In his classic commentary on American in- 
stitutions, James Bryce remarked, some forty- 
five years ago, that the government of cities 
was "the one conspicuous failure of the United 
States." What Dante said of his own city was, 
said Bryce, applicable to American municipali- 
ties: "They are like a sick man who finds no 
rest upon his bed, but seeks to ease his pain by 
turning from side to side." 
The judgment of this acute critic has been 
amply confirmed by other commentators on 
American life. In fact, the last three decades of 
the 19th century have been appropriately 
characterized as the "dark ages" of American 
cities. The first National Conference for Good 
City Government, meeting in Philadelphia, 1894, 
"Unanimously agreed that the government of 
almost every American city was bad." 
Old Machinery Failed Completely 
The prevailing type of city government at  
that time consisted of a relatively large council, 
elected by wards; a mayor, exercising some 
legislative and some administrative powers, and 
a group of independent administrative officials, 
also chosen by popular election. Such a system 
of government may have been workable under 
a pre-industrial economy, where life was simple, 
and the temptations incidental to office were 
relatively few. But the tremendous change in the 
nature of city government, during the closing 
decades of the nineteenth century, under the 
impact of a rising industrial civilization, brought 
with it complexities which overwhelmed existine 
agencies. Not only were municipal functions 
greatly increased; but the newer activities were 
markedly different in kind from those pre- 
viously undertaken by our cities. Early 19th 
century city government had been primarily 
negative in character, involving principally the 
maintenance of order, and the protection of life 
and property. The newer duties thrust upon 
urban populations were largely of a positive 
sort, calling for the administration of complex 
services deemed essential to the health, happi- 
ness and convenience of the public. For these 
services the old machinery was inadequate. 
Scandals Shock Citizeruy 
"Responsibility"-that characteristic of gov- 
ernment which makes it possible to know whom 
to "hang" politically-was notoriously lacking. 
Inefficiency inevitably resulted, and wide avenues 
to corruption were opened. As Washington 
Gladden put it, in 1894: "Unbusiness-like 
methods of administration have crept in; illicit 
relations with contractors and plunderers of all 
sorts have been formed; a thousand subterranean 
openings into the treasury have been dis- 
covered . . . ." Recurrent scandals shocked our 
citizenry. From time to time an indignant public 
would rouse itself and eject from power a 
particular set of unfaithful public servants, only 
mental reform of the system. To this end public 
spirited citizens organized, and expert bureaus 
were established. The National Municipal League 
of 1895 was followed by the establishment of 
Bureaus of Municipal Research in New York 
(1 907). Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Dayton, 
Rochester. Detroit, San Francisco and other 
cities. The Public conscience gradually became 
aware that if the battle of democracy could not 
be won in the city. it could not be won in the 
nation. 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMMISSION 
TYPE 
Before the end of the century two develop 
ments foreshadowed the coming of important 
changes. Inroads were made on the old spoils 
system in some cities by the partial introduction 
of civil service methods of selection: and a 
tendency developed toward the centralization of 
administrative control in the hands of the mayor. 
Hurricane Brings Commission Form 
The first real break with the old order came 
in 1901, when Galveston, Texas, in the midst of 
emergency conditions caused by a hurricane and 
tidal wave, adopted the commission form. This 
plan was successful in rebuilding Galveston, and 
it was copied in many communities in all parts 
of the country. Down to 191 5, indeed, this system 
rode the crest of the tide of municipal reform; 
but since that time the currents have changed, 
and it has gradually but steadily yielded the 
lead to the city manager plan of municipal 
reorganization. 
Commission Government Is Defective 
While the commission scheme undoubtedly 
possessed important advantages over the old 
council-mayor form of city government, students 
of city affairs soon discerned three principal 
lines along which it was defective. First, it con- 
fused leg~slative and administrative functions. 
thus permitting political considerations to in- 
fluence matters of administration, and vice 
versa. Second, it failed to centralize responsi- 
bility for administrative affairs; third, it placed 
the various city departments under the super- 
vision of men who often had no technical 
qualifications for their work. 
Amateur Administration Results 
This latter aspect of the case was one-of the 
greatest disappointments of the commission 
form. As Professor H. W. Dodds, now president 
of Princeton University, has said: "For a num- 
ber of years reformers had been emphasizing 
the business aspects of the city's activities and 
the need for trained experts in administrative 
posts." Unfortunately, however, "the hope that 
experts and executives would be chosen as 
active heads of departments proved illusory. 
It is now recognized that administrative officials 
cannot be effectively selected by popular 
election." 
to find the same tendencies reappearing in sub- 
sequent administrations. Business Organization Is Lacking 
Municioal reformers. notine the limitations of 
Cities Are Hope o f  Democracy 
Gradually the conviction grew that improve- 
ment could be hoped for, not so much through the 
election of "reform" administrations-whose 
short-as through the funda- 
- ~~~~- - - ~ - -  -. 
the com&ission plan, turned"to the analogy of 
corporate business. "And they soon satisfied 
themselves," says Professor Munro, of Harvard 
University, "that much of the trouble came from 
the fact that commission government claimed 
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t o  be what it was not. It claimed to be a 'business' 
government, with a 'board of directors', chosen 
by the stockholders of the city'. But boards of 
directors in business concerns do not assume 
the actual functions of administration either 
collectively or as  individuals. They employ a 
general manager to do this . . . . I f ,  therefore, 
it is desired to equip the city with a business 
government, why not follow the business analogy 
to its logical conclusion by providing that the 
commission, instead of trying to perform the 
work of administrative supervision through its 
own members, shall employ a general manager 
for this purpose?'' 
TREND TOWARD CITY-MANAGER 
PLAN 
These and other considerations formed the 
basis of approach to a conscious, deliberate 
modification of the commission form of city 
government; that is, toward what is now the 
city-manager, or council-manager, plan. The 
first known application of this plan was in 
Staunton, Virginia, in 1908. In 1912 Sumter, 
South Carolina, was similarly endowed by act 
of the state legislature. But the movement first 
attracted national interest, and attained real 
vitality only during 1913 when the city-manager 
plan was adopted by Dayton, Ohio, a city of 
125,000 population. 
Dayton Ruled By Inefficiency 
Before the adoption of this regime, Dayton's 
government was certainly no worse than that 
of many other cities. It  was doubtless not so 
bad as  some. "But it had been inefficient; it 
had been concerned more with serving the 
faithful' than with serving those for whom the 
government was really created. Politics had a 
ringside seat; it dictated when the bell was to  
be rung and had a voice in the decisions." The 
improvident issuance of long-term bonds; in- 
adequate health services, accompanied by epi- 
demics; laying off of firemen and policemen 
because of lack of funds, were a few of the many 
manifestations of a "nineteenth-century city 
administfation carried over into the twentieth 
century. Though there was no general con- 
sciousness of a need for a reform of the govern- 
mental system, a few leaders were alive to  the 
situation, and in 1912 the movement for reform 
took shape. A bureau of municipal research was 
established, which immediately set to work 
studying scientifically and impartially the opera- 
tion of the Dayton government. 
Flood Reveals Incompetency 
The final impetus came with the flood of 
March, 1913. It  was this which "brought out 
in bold relief the incompetency of the adminis- 
tration" which broke down a t  that critical 
time, and necessitated the creation of a citizens' 
committee to take the lead in bringing order 
out of chaos. Munro says that behind this 
movement was a conscious aim to "secure the 
merits of the commission plan while keeping 
clear of its defects." 
Manager Plan Produces Results 
The new charter, adopted that year, em- 
bodied the major features of a typical manager 
system. The voters of the city elect a small 
council, which is the policy-forming body. The 
council in turn chooses the city manager, whom 
they may also remove. The city manager, a 
trained administrator, appoints, with power of 
removal, all heads of departments. Furthermore, 
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subject to  civil service regulations, the manager 
is responsible for the appointment and removal 
of all other officers and employes in the ad- 
ministrative service of the city. Though the 
council may remove the manager at  any time, 
it may not interfere with him in making a p  
pointments or removals. Responsibility is thus 
centralized, so that credit or blame may be 
placed upon the proper shoulders. 
Many Cities Join Dayton 
The example of Dayton was contagious, and 
from that time the spread of the city-manager 
idea was fairly rapid. The National Municipal 
League re-examined the problem, and incor- 
porated this system in its revised model charter 
of 1915. During the five-year period, 1910 to 
1914, it had been adopted by thirty municipali- 
ties. From 1915 to 1919 there were 106 additions 
to the list. Between 1920 and 1929 no fewer 
than 268 others joined the ranks. By the end of 
1932 a total of 445 cities and counties were 
definitely under city-manager government, and, 
in addition, 165 other cities and thirty-nine 
counties had some modification of this organiza- 
tion. .At that time, also, nineteen cities of more 
than 100,000 population were operating under 
that plan of government; two of them being 
outside the United States,-Dublin, Ireland, and 
San Juan, Porto Rico. Some fifteen smaller 
cities in Canada and Ireland had also adopted 
this reform, indicating that an American 
political invention is actually taking root in 
foreign soil. 
Managership Supercedes Commission Form 
The drift since the war has been unmistakably 
in the direction of the city-manager type. During 
the past decade no city larger than 100,000 has 
adopted the commission form, whereas, during 
the same period, no fewer than eleven American 
cities of over 100,000 have turned to city 
managership. Six of these had previously ex- 
perimented with the commission form and found 
it wanting. No city, having adopted city 
managership has seen fit t o  turn to  the corn- 
mission form. In a few cases, cities turned back 
to a strong-mayor plan, though this by no means 
represents a general trend. 
Wide Approval Given Manager Plan 
The adoption of the city-manager system is 
in some states impeded by constitutional limita- 
tions. Taking this fact into account, of those 
cities above 25,000 population which are con- 
stitutionally able to  d o  so, one out of every 
three has already adopted this type of municipal 
regime. 
SUPERIORITY OF CITY-MANAGER 
OVER COMMISSION FORM 
In approaching an appraisal of the city- 
manager plan in actual operation we are fully 
conscious of the fact that no mere mechanism 
can solve the problem of government. Even a 
cumbersome governmental machine can often 
be made to yield reasonable satisfaction if 
supreme devotion to the general welfare on the 
part of the public officials can be assured, and 
if an intelligent and patriotic citizenry are un- 
ceasingly vigilant. 
One Does Not Shave With Axe 
On the other hand, the best instrument of 
government can be perverted to evil uses if a: 
apathetic public permits a determined an1 
selfish minority to  have its way. The cases c 
Cleveland and certain other cities will be re 
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ferred to later to illustrate the point of this 
statement. This does not alter the fundamental 
fact that certain instruments are better a d a ~ t e d  
than others to serve particular purposes. 'one 
does not shave one's self with an axe, though 
it could be done if one chose so to misapply one's 
- A  - I 1 I energies. 
Manager Plan Is Inherently Superior 
The principle involved is strictly applicable 
to the field of politics. Our concern in the matter I of adapting a political mechanism to social pur- 
poses must be to choose the one which manifests 
an inherent tendency to produce a given de- 
sired result. After a careful survey of the problem 
assigned to us, we are convinced that the city- 
manager form of government is inherently 
superior to the commission plan, or indeed, to 
any other municipal system within the range of 
American experience. Our conclusions are based, 
not merely on theoretical considerations, but 
also on the practical operation of this regime in 
American cities. 
Advantages Are Listed 
On the theoretical side it is worthy to note 
that students of government and experts in 
municipal administration are practically unani- 
mous in recognizing the superiority of this type. 
The following advantages are commonly ascribed 
to it: 
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CITY CLUB PURPOSE I 1 .  The legislative function o f  city govern- 
ment is separated from the administrative 
"To inform its members and the community in / function. This is of fundamental importance. 
public matters and to arouse them to a realization 
oj the obligation of citizenship." 
Under the commission form not only is a com- 
missioner called upon to perform administrative 
duties, but he is expected to be a legislator as 
well. Not only is he a policy determiner, but he 
is charged with carrying those policies into 
effect. Only very rarely, however, will a man be 
found who is both an able administrator and an 
able legislator; and even more rarely will such 
men offer themselves for public service. Under 
the city manager plan the city council, elected 
by popular vote, performs the leeislative func- 
.JAM C. ~~CCULLOCH . . . . . . Presia'ent 
E. KOON . . . . . . . First Vice-President 
HERVIN . . . . . . Semnd Vice-President 
Y)N E. PA-R . . . . . . . . Sccretaw 
Voting Is Simplified 
2. The task o f  the voter is simplified. He 
is called upon merely to choose for a (preferably) 
small council, a few men of whose general 
policies he approved. He is not asked to pass an 
impossible judgment on the question whether 
the candidates for office are also capable ad- 
ministrators. 
3 .  Better executives can be secured b y  
this type o f  government. As H. W .  Dodds 
has appropriately-said, the hope that under the 
commission plan experts and executives would 
be chosen as active heads of departments proved 
illusory. It is now recognized that administrative 
officials cannot be effectively selected by popular 
election." Selection of the business head of the 
municipal administration by the council offers 
by far the best hope of maintaining expertness 
and high ability in that office. 
The Best Talent Is Available 
. K R E I ~ ~ R  . . . . . . . ,,; 
RICHARD W. MONTACUE 
CHARLES MCKINLEY 
W. S. WREN 
 SON S. FROW 
LOYD J .  WENWORTH 
CITY CLUB SECTIONS 
tibn. It chooses the city manager, k h o  is strictly 
an administrative official, and who is judged as 
.an expert rather than as a politician. This ad- 
vantage of the city manager plan over the 
commission form is apparently beyond argument. 
n PLANNING 
William L. Brewster . '. . . . Chairman 
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-. -JUWT~ON AND RECREATION 
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choice of the manager. The city fathers are able 
,, to call in the best talent available, wherever it 
809 might be found. This feature has a double 
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advantage,-not only does it offer the possi- 
bility of securing better qualified experts thar 
may be locally available, but it also acts as a 
special stimulus to  the city managers themselves, 
encouraging them to make the best possible 
record, not merely for the inherent satisfactior 
involved, but also in the hope of being called tc 
increasingly responsible posts. 
Great Efficiency and Economy Possible 
4. Efficiency and economy are best pro- 
moted under this system. These considera- 
tions naturally are of first importance to  the 
manager, whose policy inevitably stands or falls 
by reason of his success or failure in this field. 
The unification of the administrative machine 
under his management, furthermore, makes it 
possible to coordinate the various municipal 
activities in such a way as to promote the 
greatest possible efficiency and economy. 
5 .  The spoils system and politics will 
tend to be eliminated from city govern- 
ment.  The city manager, subject to  civil 
service rules, is given complete control over 
appointments to  the administrative posts, and 
members of the council are forbidden to interfere 
in such matters. A wise city manager will not 
ignore the valuable safeguard thus afforded him. 
The  stakes of his profession are too great to 
permit him to play po!itics. Nor will he be dis- 
posed to subordinate the primary consideration 
of administrative efficiency to the inroads of the 
spoilsman. 
Manager Plan Is Felxible 
6. Greater flexibility in adapting the ad- 
ministrative mechanism to new needs is 
possible under the city manager system. 
Under the ccmmission form the administrative 
set-up becomes crystallized in a fixed number of 
departments (five, for instance) which can be 
altered only by amendment of the charter. 
Furthermore, even within this set-up readjust- 
ments are difficult because of interdepartmental 
political considerations; and when shifts of 
bureaus are made, they are suspected of being 
primarily disciplinary in character. Under the 
city-manager plan, readaptation of administra- 
tive agencies is possible to  meet changing needs, 
and entirely new departments may be created 
if expanding functions demand it. This is illus- 
trated, for example, by the case of Dayton, 
which began with five departments, but which 
recently increased them t o  seven. 
To Govern Well Is To Foresee 
7 .  City-managership lends itself peculiar- 
l y  well to far-seeing planning in city gov- 
ernment. "To govern well is to foresee," it 
has been said. Of all officials in municipal life 
the  manager is best fitted and has the greatest 
incentive to look ahead and plan for future 
contingencies. He is freest of all to think in 
non-political terms, and t o  face the facts as 
they come within the purview of public ad- 
ministration. 
Real Democracy Is Afforded 
8. Democratic government becomes more 
effective under this regime. The mid-nine- 
teenth century idea that the people should 
directly elect their administrative as well as  
their legislative officials is now recognized as  
basically fallacious. We know that the citizens 
a t  large cannot be expected to choose experts. 
I f  they attempt to  do so experience teaches that 
confusion, inefficiency and the negation of 
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genuine democracy are the probable con&- 
quences. As Lent D. Upson, a leading au- 
thority on municipal affairs, has pertinently 
said: "The essential feature of democracy is the 
right of the public to  determine what shall be 
done by government-to choose representatives 
who determine policies. TO attempt in a similar 
way to decide the technical processes by which 
these policies shall be carried out is a perversion 
of republican principles, of which there are all 
too many evidences in the costly and incorn- 
petent government of American cities." The 
city-manager plan offers the best hope of es- 
tablishing popular control over municipal govem- 
ment. This it does through the instrumentality 
of the direct representatives of the people, (the 
council) whose business it is to determine policy, 
to watch over the acts of the executive, and to 
remove him and secure another if his work is 
unsatisfactory. 
Science Is Applied To Government 
9. The development of  a group of  experts 
in municipal adminis fration is finally, a 
fact o f  great importance in i ts  bearing on 
the future government o f  our cities. The 
International City Managers' Association has 
already become a real force for scientific city 
management. The important pamphlet of May, 
1933, on How Cities Can Cut Costs, offering 
practical suggestions for constructive economy, 
is an excellent illustration of their contributions 
to the improvement of city government. Con- 
scious efrorts are being made t o  improve the 
training of city managers and other municipal 
administrators. Periodic conferences are held 
for the purpose of discussing common problems, 
and for the discovery of new and improved 
techniques to be applied in the public services. 
Graduallv these individuals are comine to look 
upon themselves as  members of a hyghly re- 
sponsible profession. "Politically" disinterested, 
their major concern is necessarily with the ad- 
vancement of municipal standards. Incidentally, 
a national pool is being built up from which the 
city council of any American city may choose 
the manager best suited to  its particular re- 
quirements. 
PRACTICAL OPERATION OF 
MANAGER PLAN 
We have suggested above that the points of 
superiority alluded to constituted inherent 
tendencies of the city-manager plan. We a1 
preciate, however, that in a highly imperfec 
world, such tendencies may fail to manife: 
themselves fully in practice, or may fail to  con 
mand public support. Realizing that the ultimat- 
test of any political regime must be its accep- 
ability to the public, your committee has un- 
dertaken an inquiry to  determine the views of 
representative groups on the practical operation 
~f the city-manager scheme in their respective 
cities. For this purpose we choose the seventeen 
American cities over 100,000 population which 
are now operating under this system. These in- 
clude: Cincinnati, (O.), Kansas City, (Mo.), 
Rochester, (N.Y.), Oakland, (Cal.), Dallas, 
(Tex.), Dayton, (O.), Oklahoma City, (Okla.), 
Grand Rapids, (Mich.), Ft.  Worth, (Tex.), 
Flint, (Mich.), San Diego, (Cal.), Long Beach, 
(Cal.), Norfolk, (Va.), Fall River, (Mass.), 
Wichita, (Kan.), Miami, (Fla.), and Knoxville, 
(Tenn.). We did this in the belief that their 
conditions and experience would be directly 
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relevant to our own city. It might be added that 
as to the smaller cities the success of the city- 
manager plan is scarcely any longer a matter of 
debate, and that only as to the larger municipali- 
ties are questions still raised. 
Independent Investigation Is Made 
In order to arrive at  a competent judgment 
as to the success or failure of the plan in the 
above-mentioned cities, we sent questionnaires 
to the following groups or organs of opinion: 
Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Clubs, Leagues 
of Women Voters, Councils of Churches, Federa- 
tions of Labor, civic organizations, the labor 
press and the leading daily newspapers. One 
hundred thirty-five questionnaires were sent out 
and seventy replies were received, which is a 
very good average return for such inquiries. 
Economic Stress Deters Optimism 
The results of the inquiry must be inter- 
preted in the light of the fact that the question- 
naires were sent out in a time of intense economic 
stress, when citizens in general are prone to be 
unusually critical of their government, and dis- 
posed to lose sight of the "service" aspect of 
their local government, and to think only of 
its costs. 
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The re~lies. however. leave no doubt as to 
the preva;ling'satisfaction with the city-manager 
system in practically all of the seventeen cities. 
In answer to the question, whether they would 
prefer to return to the form of government 
existing before the adoption of the city-manager 
regime, sixty-three replied in the negative, while 
only four expressed a desire to go back. All four 
of these dissenting voices were from labor 
elements. Other groups or organs of opinion were 
unanimous in favor of the manager plan. This 
attitude in some, though not all, labor quarters 
may at first seem strange; but it is probably to 
be explained by the fact that in the cities con- 
cerned-San Diego, Dallas. Rochester, and 
Grand Rapids-labor elements feel that they 
are not adequately represented on the council. 
This is a difficulty which proportional representa- 
tion could easily remedy. 
Substantial Salaries Are Paid 
In five of the cities under review the present 
city managers had previous experience as city 
managers before their existing incumbencies. In 
two others the incumbents were previously the 
assistant managers. 
The salary scale ranges from $4,000 in Miami 
and Flint to $20,000 in Cincinnati. Rochester 
and Kansas City pay $9,000 and $15,000 re- 
spectively. 
The councils under this system vary in size 
from five to eleven members. Fifty-one replies 
regard them as representative, while twelve do 
not. There appears to be no relationship between 
the size of the council and its representative 
character. In Cincinnati, where the council is 
elected by proportional representation, all three 
replies bearing on this point regard it as repre- 
sentative. 
Better Councilmen Are Secured 
As to the calibre of the councilmen, forty- 
seven replies indicated an improvement of per- 
sonnel over those of pre-existing regimes, while 
twelve saw no improvement. In the six cities 
which had come over from the commission form, 
twenty-one out of twenty-four replies felt that 
an improvemefit was evidenced. , 
Manager and Council Function Properly 
What of the relations between the managre 
and the council? For the most part a normal 
and proper relationship is indicated, though there 
is no unanimity on this point, and opinions 
would naturally tend to vary greatly. In Grand 
Rapids and Rochester the manager is apparently 
regarded as being a tool of the council, and the 
council is charged with interfering in adminis- 
trative matters. In Kansas City the manager is 
said to dominate the council and to interfere in 
local politics. The replies from four cities are 
inconclusive on this point. But in ten cities- 
Dallas, Fort Worth, Long Beach. Oakland, 
Wichita, Flint, Norfolk, Cincinnati, Dayton, and 
Oklahoma City--opinions conclusively indicate 
that a proper relationship exists between the 
council and manager. 
I - Greater Efficiency Results 
The claim that greater efliciencv results from I SnoiIsmon Onnose Plan 
the city manager-plan is upheld by an over- 
whelming majority of the returns. Sixty out of 
sixty-five replies on this point voted favorably. 
Is the performance of governmental services 
better or poorer under city-managership? The 
same sixtv re~lies affirmed that the manaeer 
-= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
There are indications of movements in seven 
of the cities to abolish the manager plan, but 
the answers to the questionnaire in practically 
every case refer to the leaders of these move- 
ments .as politicians'' or "disgruntled poli- 
plan had "resuited in better performance wG~e  
six were of the opposite belief. 
Services Increase, Costs Decrease 
As to whether or not the manager system has 
resulted in an increase or a decrease of govern- 
mental economy, the replies were somewhat less 
conclusive, although a considerable majority 
held that increased services had been accom- 
panied by decreased operating expenses. (It 
must be borne in mind that the replies are ex- 
pressions of opinion, and that, therefore, state- 
ments bearing upon such technical matters as 
services performed and operating costs cannot 
be expected to be precise or "objective." The 
difficulty of attaining precision naturally in- 
creases as the period during which a city has 
had the manager form lengthens.) 
L'"l""s' 
Fifty out of fifty-five of the replies are of the 
opinion that the city-manager administrations 
enjoy general public support. This fact, corn- 
bined with the overwhelming preference, earlier 
alluded to, in favor of the manager form, as corn- 
pared with pre-existing systems, leaves no doubt 
in our minds as to the relative success of this 
type of city government in the American en- 
vironment, 
CASES OF LIMITED SUCCESS 
Nevertheless, it cannot be ignored that in 
certain cities it has failed to win complete ac- 
ceptance. Personal and political factors have 
occasionally upset the happy balance of forces 
which is necessary for the successful operation of 
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even the best social mechanism. The respective 
functions of the manager and of the council 
are clearly defined, and should be mutually 
respected. I f  and when either the one or the other 
ignores this delimitation of functions, trouble is 
sure to  follow. This is indicated, as above 
suggested, by the attempts of dissatisfied 
minorities in certain cities to  abolish the manager 
plan. 
Kansas City Remains Partisan 
Kansas City is perhaps the best illustration 
of this condition. Partisan politics have crept in, 
and the manager has failed to limit his activities 
I" t o  the strictly administrative field. The question- 
naire replies are almost unanimous in indicating 
that an unhealthly relation exists between the 
manager and the council as  well as between 
the manager and the ~ u b l i c .  Professor A. R. 
- -  
Hatton, of Northwestem University, says of the 
Kansas City situation that "after the first 
election, a majority of the council boldly de- 
clared its partisanship and chose a partisan as 
manager, who immediately proceeded to appoint 
members of his own party to every possible 
ofice and position. As a result of the second 
election, the same party elected every member 
of the council, so it is to  be presumed that 
partisanship in the executive service of the city 
will continue unabated, a t  least until the next 
councilmanic election." 
- - . . - . . 
Improvements Have Resulted 
However, Professor Hatton is careful to  add: 
"This does not mean that partisanship and 
spoils will be more in evidence in Kansas City 
than under the government which preceded the 
council-manager system. It  only means that, as 
yet, partisanship and spoils have not been 
eliminated from the executive service of the 
city and, perhaps, not much reduced." Indeed, 
a letter from the Civic Research Institute re- 
ports that "In spite of the partisanship, however, 
there have been definite changes and improve- 
ments resulting from the provisions of the 
charter itself, particularly those relating to  
organization, centralization of responsibility, 
and finances, and financial provisions generally." 
Charter Defects Cause Abandonment 
A few cities have abandoned the plan after a 
brief trial. This has resulted from a variety of 
causes. In come cases it was due to  specific 
defects in the charters which made the plan 
difficult to  work. In Denton, Texas, for example, 
it was provided that the city manager should 
also be the mayor. It  is not surprising that the 
people resented not being able to  elect their 
mayor. 
In other cases municipalities abandoned the 
regime for reasons largely extraneous to  the plan 
itself. A number of cities in Florida for example, 
gave it up  because it was not a guarantee of. 
prosperity. During the boom period, many im- 
I provements had been provided, which later 
became a very heavy burden on the com- 
munities. For these conditions the manager was 
apparently held responsible. 
Politicians Thwart Public 
In another category of cases the political con- 
ditions were prejudicial t o  the success of the 
plan. In Akron, Ohio, for example, there was a 
constant fight between organized political leaders 
and an unorganized public. In the election which 
overthrew the regime, only 30% of the registered 
voters went to  the polls, and the margin against 
the city-manager system was 172 votes. 
Likewise in Nashville, the plan was never 
, allowed to take root. Its life was short (two 
years) as it was in practically all cases of its 
abandonment. Here too, organized opponents of 
the program won out over an unorganized public. 
THE CASE OF CLEVELAND 
Cleveland is the outstanding example of a 
large city which abandoned the experiment. 
Adopted in 1924, it was rejected in 1931, after 
having been upheld by narrowing margins in 
elections of 1927, 1928 and 1929. The repeal, of 
193 1, was finally achieved a t  the hands of less 
than one-fourth of the registered voters of the 
city. 61.448 voted for repeal, against 51,831, out 
of a total registration of 248,788. 
Plan Was Denied Fair Trial 
Mayo Fesler, Director of the Citizens League 
of Cleveland, says the manager plan never had 
a fair trial in that city. From the day of its 
christening in 1924 until the date of its obsequies 
in 1931, the plan was mishandled by partisan 
political forces in control. Both political parties 
originally opposed the adoption of the charter. 
When it was adopted, they managed to control 
the council, which was rather large-twenty-five 
members-and which had failed t o  attract men 
of outstanding and non-partisan character to  its 
ranks. A 60-40 distribution of offices was agreed 
upon by the bi-partisan machine, and the 
manager was induced to accept this arrangement. 
Manager Plays Politics 
Throughout the six years' incumbency of the 
first manager none of the parties concerned ob- 
served the conditions essential to the success of 
the plan. The manager engaged so actively in 
politics that in 1927 the repeal campaign was 
actually conducted on the issue: "Shall we keep 
Mr. Hopkins as  city manager?" An open rupture 
occurred between the leading political boss and 
Mr. Hopkins, who became personally active in 
councilmanic elections, and who was suspected 
by many of desiring to make himself Republican 
leader. Eventually, in 1931, he actually became 
a candidate for the council. 
Mr. Hopkins' successor was unable t o  over- 
come the political handicaps which he inherited, 
and it has been well said that the lust of spoils- 
men for public office and partisan favor was the 
major single factor in the defeat of the manager 
plan in Cleveland. 
Plan Gives Economy and Efficiency 
In spite of this unhappy ending, however, it 
should be pointed out that Cleveland's manager 
government was a marked improvement over the 
preceding type. The tax rate for city purposes 
had steadily declined. The per capita bonded 
debt, in a time of rapidly expanding functions, 
had not increased. The city had lived within its 
income. More large public improvements had 
been carried into effect than in any equal period 
in the city's history. "In short," says Mr. 
Fesler. "Cleveland's government, in spite of the 
interferences referred to, has been more eco- 
nomically and efficiently administered than in 
any equal period in its history." Furthermore, 
it should be noted that, as  Mr. Fesler says, in 
both Kansas City and Cleveland, in spite of the 
political difficulties, the men chosen as  managers 
have been individuals of far higher type, both as 
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Marked Improvements Are Recorded 
It must be obvious, from the foregoing, that 
the so-called "failure" of the manager form, 
where it has been voted out of existence, has 
been much more apparent than real. Even in 
the midst of the struggle of partisan groups and 
special interests, marked improvements have 
been recorded. In other cities, where the manager 
~ l a n  is eenerallv recomized as a success. the 
to character and ability, than either city had 
been able for years to secure as chief executive 
under the elective mayor system. 
city departments immediately under the manager 
were reduced almost half a million the first year, 
and slightly over a million the second. These 
reports are typical of the achievements where 
the city-manager plan prevails. It has generally 
been found possible to add socially desirable 
services without increasing the cost to the 
citizens; while often the total cost has actually 
been reduced. 
council-manager set-u uuu cneaper than 
the corresponding sec-up unaer the preceding 
commission form, but that the budgets of the 
hchievegents todits creYdit are more outstanbing. I Are Efficiency and Economv Wanted? 
THE SUCCESS OF CINCINNATI 
Cincinnati, a city somewhat larger than 
Portland, is perhaps the most striking example 
of the successful operation of the city manager 
plan in a large city. Adopted in 1924 by a 
majority of two and a half to one, the charter 
has enjoyed the steady support of public opinion. 
The faithful observance by the manager and 
the council of the distinction between matters of 
public policy and matters of administration, has 
borne fruit in a very tangible manner. 
Unprecedented Benefits Result 
Charles P. Taft, 11, son of former President 
Taft, cites numerous facts to illustrate this 
point. For instance, the cost of street oiling in 
1925 was $5.75 for a 50 foot lot; the cost in 1928 
was ninety-seven cents, and in 1929 no assess- 
ment was made whatever. "Contract prices 
showed an amazing shrinkage," he says. Three 
years under the charter saw sixty miles of new 
streets built. The prices paid in 1928 for twenty- 
four miles alone saved $263,000 under what it 
would have cost at  1925 prices. And this a t  a 
time when the price level was rising. Cincinnati's 
"Municipal Activities" handbook for 1932 pro- 
claims the fact that the 1932 city tax rate of 
$9.59 per thousand was the lowest for any city 
of 300,000 population or over. "The credit of 
Cincinnati," it says, "is unsumassed bv that of 
any municipality'in the country." Cincinnati 
bonds are still quoted at a premium. Many other 
comparable achievements in this city could be 
cited. 
DAYTON AND OAKLAND 
Dayton's first year of city managership is an 
amazing record of reorganization of the social 
services. Some services, which had been dropped 
in previous years, were resumed; others never 
rendered before were added, and $30,000 of a 
floating debt of $125,000 was paid off during that 
time. That process has since continued. A prac- 
tice, applied since 1914, which enables that city 
to live within its income, is the periodic revision 
of the budget by the manager during the course 
of the financial year. Three or four times during 
the year the manager reviews the budget with 
each department and division head, and adjusts 
the expenditures to the actual receipts. In May, 
1930. for instance. the manaeer reduced the 
L l l t :  
reg 
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budget of 1930 m&e than $577000 because the 
actual income for the first quarter failed to 
come up to the amount estimated. This illustrates 
flexibility and adaptibility of the manager 
ime, which is scarcely conceivable under the 
nmission, or indeed any other prevailing 
tem. 
Oakland Eliminates Waste 
Several mo he City Club heard from 
the manager c not only how the mayor- 
nths ago t 
)f Oakland 
It ought to be borne in mind that even in 
Cleveland, in spite of unfortunate political 
difficulties, and the final repeal of the managcr 
system, there is no question that on the side of 
economy it was very largely a success. In this 
connection, it may be remarked that the very 
success of the city-manager regime in the im- 
portant field of efficiency and economy is suffi- 
cient explanation of the vigorous opposition 
which is encountered in certain interested 
quarters. One can understand the feelings of 
the contractor who frankly said; "What do I 
care for honesty, efficiency and economy? I can 
make more money under the old system." 
No Conspicuous Failure Exists 
In spite of shortcomings of the manager 
regime in certain cities, it is interesting to note 
that Professor Thomas H. Reed, of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan, an eminent authority in 
this field, points out that "not a single charge of 
corruption or of conspicuous failure has attached 
itself to any city manager, while city govem- 
ment in other cities has been receiving more 
unfavorable publicity than for a generation." 
Furthermore, he concludes by saying that 
"experience with the manager plan has demon- 
strated that it will work in large and small cities 
on the whole more satisfactorily than any other 
plan of municipal organization yet discovered." 
THE CASE OF PORTLAND 
In raising the question of the relevance of the 
manager system to our own city, we note that 
Portland did not, apparently, join the ranks of 
commission-governed cities with great en- 
thusiasm. Defeated in 1909 by more than two 
to one, the commission charter won in 1913 by 
a majority of 292 votes in a total of 34,342 votes 
cast. Fortunately for the success of the plan, 
the first commissioners chosen on the council 
were a group of able men, devoted to the public 
welfare, and determined to do whatever was 
necessary to make the plan a success. The 
relative success which these individuals achieved 
may be measured, partly at  least, by the fact 
that in 1917 two attempts to return to the old 
councilmanic form of government were de- 
cisively defeated, each by votes of over two to 
one. 
Competence Has Dwindled 
There seems little doubt, however, that the 
spirit of the first administration, and the high 
average of ability of the first incumbents were 
not maintained. In other words, the normal 
tendencies of the commission type of govem- 
ment began to set in. We make no charges of 
graft, or personal misconduct in office, or of 
willful betrayal of the peoples' interests against 
any individual commissioner, past or present. 
The 
rnent i 
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We belleve, on the contrary, that for the most 
part, the incumbents of those posts have con- 
scientiously striven to fulfill their duties. It 
does not follow from this, however, that the 
duties and functions have always, or even 
generally been collectively performed in the 
most efficient and satisfactory manner, with 
primary regard to  the public welfare. In fact, 
we are convinced that frequently these qualities 
have been lacking, and that the public service 
has suffered accordingly. 
Bi-Partisanism Appears Lacking 
After a careful survey of the local situation, 
we are convinced that the major arguments in 
favor of the adoption of the city-manager plan 
are  as  pertinent to Portland as elsewhere. Of 
considerable importance, in a negative way, is 
the fact that the political obstacles to its com- 
plete success here are much less serious than 
they were in Cleveland or Kansas City. In those 
places bi-partisan political machines-Republi- 
can in Cleveland, and l3emocratic in Kansas 
City-were primarily responsible for the per- 
version or impairment of the proper functioning 
of the manager system. Fortunately, no such 
danger in Portland seems t o  exist. We might 
therefore hope that the beneficial effects normally 
flowing from the manager system of government 
would not be neutralized by such forces. 
Legislation a n d  Administration Are 
Confused 
While we can be glad with one eye, rejoicing 
in the absence of the above-mentioned sources 
of political confusion, we must weep with the 
other, admitting the presence of evils which are 
characteristic of other cities where the com- 
mission or mayor-council type of regime is to  
be found. We find general agreement that the 
combination of legislative and administrative 
functions inherent in our commission government 
presents an insuperable difficulty. It is no 
reflection on the character or integrity of any 
individual to point out that Portland's ex- 
perience demonstrates the impossibility as  a 
regular process, of electing good administrators 
by popular vote. After all, it must be confessed 
that this particular question is one that should 
not be put up t o  the voter, whose incompetence 
for the task is obvious, and who should therefore 
be concerned only with a given candidate's 
general policy. 
Irresponsibility Is Manifest 
Division of authority and irresponsibility are 
also manifest. Each commissioner tends to  
regard his particular department as his own 
domain, and interference therein by others is 
resented. This is a perfectly natural condition. 
The situation which encourages this proprietary 
I attitude toward one's own department naturally 
inculcates a similar attitude, reciprocally, toward 
other departments. Departmentalism is the re- 
sult, which defeats one of the major theoretical 
arguments in favor of the ~ ~ ~ m m i s s i o n  type, 
namely, that the commissioners, while intimately 
informed as  to  the details of their respective 
departments, will be only slightly less well in- 
formed as  to all others, and that in the de- 
termination of policies, even of particular de- 
panments, all will share equally and without 
prejudice. 
Budget  Practice Is Inadequate 
inadequacies of our commission govem- 
n this respect become manifest when the 
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budget is involved. Each commissioner naturally 
tends to  emphasize the activities of his own de- 
partment. Almost inevitably he does not have 
an adequate perspective of the needs of the de- 
partments as a whole. The result is a lack of 
flexibility in adjusting the appropriations to  the 
fluctuating needs of the various services. Log 
rolling, it is stated on high authority, is not con- 
fined to the halls of Congress or state legislatures. 
It is known in our own city hall. What has been 
said above concerning the city-manager system, 
will indicate its superiority over the commission 
form at this crucial point. 
Effective Accounting Is Lacking 
Closely connected with the above is the fact 
that carefully-planned economy under our com- 
mission form is difficult, if not impossible, owing 
to the fact that we do not have an effective 
accounting system. Our city government has no 
measuring stick with which to test relative costs 
of services. In this field the city-manager plan 
would almost certainly introduce better practices. 
In fact, the city-manager association has already 
undertaken the task of working out standard 
scales as a basis for comparing costs, and there 
is no doubt that the manager would have the 
strongest incentive to make use of such methods. 
Theatrical Issues Submerge 
City Business 
Another characteristic weakness of the com- 
mission form which manifests itself locally. to 
the detriment of good government, is the 
tendency for the important work of administra- 
tion to  be side-tracked or submerged by less im- 
portant, if more spectacular, political issues. As 
one individual of great experience in Portland's 
municipal affairs appropriately put it: "The 
theatrical end is often played up  a t  the expense 
of the business end." Not only does this show 
up frequently in sessions of the council, but it 
even carries over into elections. This unfortunate 
situation arises from the failure of the commission 
system to recognize the essential distinction be- 
tween the policy-determining and the adminis- 
trative functions, and to assign to each its 
proper place in the government of the city. The 
manager regime should certainly tend to correct 
the balance of forces. 
Framed Council Decisions Occur 
Intimately related to this problem of politic 
and administration is a defect which crops oc 
in the process by which decisions of policy ar 
reached under the commission system. Unde 
existing practices there is a tendency, very ofter 
for decisions to  be "framed" before the counc 
meets. This arises from the fact that individual: 
or groups, interested in particular programs, are 
disposed to take up the matters individually 
with the ccmmissioners concerned, and thus to 
commit them in advance, and outside of the 
council meeting itself. The matter then comes 
before a council which is already partly com- 
mitted, either in favor of, or against the proposal, 
and necessarily the matter fails t o  secure the 
independent consideration which it would re- 
ceive had it been laid before that body by the 
city manager. This problem is simply anothe 
expression of the confusion which results fror 
placing the legislative and administrative func 
tions in the same hands. 
The following charts outline, (a) the existin 
organization of Portland's commission govem 
ment, and (b) a typical city manager type: 
CHART A 
Portland's Commission Government 
Exisfing Organigat ion 
cmmivione& acts. 
I. Board of Appeals, Responsible Bidders on Pubhc Improrzment~ (c) 6. Board of A w l s  Electric SIgns I\. Board of Eramirnrs bMiy Cdrxtors Note: W Appointed by Council. 
L Board of notion Picture Censors (c) 7. " Plumbing Code 12. * Electrical Div~sion 1 & 3 Members arc ex-oftkio. 
3. Traffic Committee 8. , Zoning Ordinance 13. " " " Plumbing " Boards l dnd 4 to 14 operafe in 
4. Board of Appeals bild~nq Code 9. Smoke Prevention Committee 14. n ' Concrete Supervixlrs conjunciion with Bureau of  
5. ' " Electric I0.Adviq Board Homing Code Buildirgs. 
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CHART B 
City Manager Type 
lndicati ng General Principles and Organi3afion 
I VOTERS I 
CITY COUNCIL 
Commission F o r m  Cannot  Be 
Satisfactorily Amended 
It has been suggested that possibly the exist- 
ing commission government of Portland might 
be so amended, or re-vamped, as to endow it 
with the desirable features of city-managership, 
without throwing over the basic aspects of the 
commission form. Could the mayor, for instance, 
be given sufficiently large powers over the ad- 
ministration to  achieve the benefits of the 
manager regime? Your committee can see little 
merit in this proposal, except in so far as  it 
inclines toward the acceptance of the principles 
of city-managership. Confusion of functions 
would still remain. The mayor, an elective 
official, would be called upon practically to per- 
ditions, would be to remove the incompetent 
official, and to secure one of adequate com- 
petence, rather than to disorganize the govem- 
mental set-up. But this action would be im- 
possible, as each of his colleagues on the com- 
mission would, like himself, enjoy a "popular 
mandate,'' and would thus be irremovable, ex- 
cept by the cumbersome process of an election. 
The degree in which such transfers of functions 
became necessary would obviously constitute 
an index of the inadequacy of the commission 
regime. On the other hand, if the functions were 
left in the hands of incompetent administrators, 
-as would doubtless be done, for political rea- 
sons-the public services might suffer even more 
seriously. 
form the administrative functions of a city 
manager. In fact, however-granting the possi- 
bility of electing an official capable of perform- 
ing both functions-the mayor would be unable 
t o  live up to his reponsibilities. So long as the 
essential feature of the commission form re- 
mained-the election of individuals to  serve as  
the heads of departments-his fellow com- 
missioners would be able to  thwart his plans, 
both in administration and in politics. If, under 
the commission fonn, one or more of the corn- 
missioners proved incompetent as administrators, . 
the mayor might conceivably take away their 
functions, and redistribute them, as is possible, 
to  a considerable extent, under our present 
charter. Any such changes, however, would 
tend not only to upset the balance of the dis- 
tribution of duties among the commissioners 
but would also inevitably disorganize the ad- 
ministrative set-up, as has been done to a degree 
in our own municipal administration. h e  
Administrative Set-Up Is Disor~al l ized 
A glance a t  the Portland situation does not 
indicate that wholesale transfers of functions 
from one department to another have been made, 
though, in itself, this is neither a sign of health 
nor of disease. There are, nevertheless, a few 
instances of incongruities which have developed 
since the establishment of the commission 
system. For instance, the Bureau of Fire is now 
found in the Department of Finance, which 
would appear t o  be entirely without justification 
in terms of sound principles of administration. 
The same can be said of the Bureau of Health, 
which likewise comes under the jurisdiction of 
the Commissioner of Finance. The Street Clean- 
ing Bureau is equally out of place in the Depart- 
ment of Public AfTairs, as logic would direct its 
inclusion along with the street lighting and water 
works bureaus in the Department of Utilities. 
Perhaps one difficulty which some of these 
i scientific method of procedure, under such con- I anomalies represent is the need for a careful 
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reorganization of the administrative set-up in 
Portland, involving an expansion of the five 
departments into at  least six, and probably 
seven. There should, for example, be a Depart- 
ment of Health and Welfare, which does not now 
exist. It is possible, also, that the work of the 
Bureau of Fire is of sufficient importance to 
justify raising it to the status of a separate de- 
partment. Such a reorganization is practically 
impossible under the Commission regime, as it 
would involve a charter amendment enlarging 
the number of commissioners. Under the city- 
manager plan it would be a very simple process. 
Amendment Would Prolong Confusion 
Thus it appears that giving broad powers of 
administrative control to the mayor under the 
commission form scarcely constitutes a solution 
of the problem. Even granting that he would 
exercise them wisely within the limits of the 
possibilities, he could still be blocked by a 
majority of the commissioners when it came to 
framing policies in full council meeting. Any 
attack on the problem along this line, while 
retaining the basic features of the commission 
regime-elective commissioners with both ad- 
ministrative and legislative functions-would be 
largely negative in character. and the total 
result would be a perpetuation of confusion. 
PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTA- 
TION 
Another matter which we consider of great 
importance in contributing to the practical 
success of the manager regime, though we do 
not regard it as an integral part of the system, 
is proportional representation. The object of 
this is to secure to every considerable minority 
group in the city representation on the council 
in proportion to its numbers, while, a t  the same 
time, guaranteeing that the majority of the 
voters will always have a majority of the council. 
Election of a majority of the council by a mere 
plurality of votes will no longer be possible, and 
the danger of machine domination of municipal 
politics will thus be much more remote, since 
the machine generally wins by dividing the 
majority and controlling an active minority. 
A "Good Council" Is Essential 
Professor Harris pointed out before the City 
Club several months ago the importance of 
securing a "good council" as a guarantee of the 
success of the city-manager regime. Not only 
must it consist of individuals of high calibre, but 
it must be representative of the important 
political groups of the city. If any important 
minority feels itself excluded from representa- 
tion on the council, that minority will constitute 
a source of discontent, as has been already 
illustrated in the case of labor elements in certain 
manager cities. Mr. Taft ranks Proportional 
Representation (the Hare System) as of first 
importance in accounting for the success of the 
manager regime in Cincinnati. He says the 
council &'rates high as a representative assembly 
largely because of P. R. Proportional representa- 
tion has given, not minority rule, but majority 
rule with minority representation." 
P .  R. Assures Representation 
The objections are raised to the so-called 
Hare system because of its alleged complexity, 
and the difficulty the average individual may 
have in understanding it. In fact the various 
steps in the process are simple enough in spite 
of the fact that all of the details cannot be made 
clear in ve y brief compass. So far as the average 
individual is concerned, he should be encouraged 
r 
to accept the very simple and very fundamental 
fact that under this system he will be far more 
certain of being represented on the council than 
he ever was before, owing to the fact that 
every group of, say, one-seventh of the electors- 
assuming that there are seven councilmen to be 
chosen-will elect its candidate. I f  he is a member 
of a group comprising four-sevenths of the 
electorate, his group will elect four-sevenths of 
the council. 
Owing to the length of this report we omit 
details on this phase of the subject, and recom- 
mend, simply, that the Hare system of pro- 
portional representation be used in connection 
with the election of a council of either seven or 
nine members. 
A CITIZENS' ORGANIZATION 
As suggested above, we are under no illusions 
as to the magic of a mere institutional set-up. 
A good institution is indispensable, but it is 
only one of the factors essential to good govem- 
ment. Like a good machine, it may be misused 
or perverted. The great advantage which the 
city-manager system offers is that it gives the 
citizenry the opportunity more easily to know 
what is going on, and to fix responsibility. This 
opportunity is also a duty, and can be best per- 
formed i f  an active group of disinterested and 
patriotic citizens organize for the purpose of 
maintaining an intelligent contact between the 
city government and the general public as well 
as to see to it that the highest type of men come 
out for membership on the council. 
Citizens' Organization Is Necessary 
It is interesting, in this connection, to note 
that in those cities where the city-manager 
regime has worked best, such organizations have 
been formed. Mr. Taft ranks this factor as 
second in importance only to proportional repre- 
sentation in accounting for the success of the 
manager regime in Cincinnati. The same story 
comes from Dayton and elsewhere, and we are 
convinced of the multiple benefits which should 
flow from such an organization. 
CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Your committee, therefore, recommends: 
(1) That the city-manager plan, with a 
council of seven or nine members, be adopted 
by the city of Portland. 
(2) That the council be elected at large by 
the socalled Hare system of proportional repre- 
sentation. 
(3) That a citizens' committee, organized on 
a permanent basis, be maintained as a means of 
continued popular enlightenment and as a 
guarantee of increasing effectiveness of the 
manager system after its adoption. 
(4) That the City Club co-operate with the 
existing citizens' committee in promoting the 
city manager plan for Portland, and in the 
drafting of a charter to put these recornmenda- 
tions into effect. 
Respectfully submitted, 
E. B. TANNER, 
ARTHUR A. GOLDSMITH, 
H. M. TOMLINSON. 
CLARENCE D. PHILLIPS, 
NICHOLAS J AUREGUY, 
WM. L. BREWSTER, JR.. 
G. BERNARD NOBLE, Chairman. 
Approved by John C. Failing, chairman of the Govern- 
ment Organization and Public Finance Section. 
Accepted by the Board of Governors and ordered 
printed and submitted to the membership of the City 
Club for consideration and action on October 20. 1933. 
